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'He that believeth on the Son hath everlasting life; and he that believeth not the Son shall not see life; but the wrath of God
abideth on him.''

VOL. XXXIV

NAPPANEE, IND., MONDAY, AUGUST 29, 1921

We kindly wish to call the attention
of our readers, especially those who
are interested in the SCHOOL PROPOSITION, to an article in this
issue of the paper on "The Relation
Of Program To Resources In Education."
Judging from the facts given here
and the experience of other churches
in the matter of advanced education, it will be a long time before we
will want to consider launching out
along these lines to any great extent;
and even in planning for the Biblical
and Academic education of our young
people-, we may learn something
from this article that will benefit us.
-Ed.
"Men ought ALWAYS to Pray, and
NOT to Faint."—(Luke 18:1).
1. PRAYER'S TREMBLING ADVERSARY.
"Satan dreads nothing but prayer
. The Church that lost its Christ
was full of good works. Activities
are multiplied that meditation may
be ousted, and organizations are increased that prayer may have no
chance. Souls may be lost in good
works, as surely as in evil ways. The
one concern of the devil is, to keep
the saints from praying. He fears
nothing from prayerless studies,
prayerless work, prayerless religion.
He laughs at' our toil, mocks at our
wisdom, BUT TREMBLES WHEN
WE PRAY." (S. Chad wick.)
2. PRAYER'S OMNIPOTENT GOD.
Says A. E. McAdam of London:
"No praying man or woman accomplishes so much with so little expenditure of time as when he or she
is praying. If there should arise, it
has been said—and the words are
surely true to the thought of our
Lord Jesus Christ in all His teaching
on prayer—if there should arise one
UTTERLY BELIEVING MAN, the
history of the world might be chang-

ed. Will YOU not be that one in the
providence and guidance of God our
Father?"
(However, remember this: That it
is not prayer that is omnipotent, but
God operating omnipotently through
impotent man in answer to prayer.
The glory is ALL His.)
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dure, but the darkness only deepened.
Just then I went to an inland station
and saw on the wall of the mission
home these words: 'Try Thanksgiving.' I did, and in a moment every
shadow was gone, not to return. Yes,
the Psalmist was right, 'It is a good
thing to give thanks unto the Lord.' "
5. PRAYER'S "FIVE REASONS"

3- PRAYER'S PREVAILING CONThe following is George Muller's
DITIONS.
statement
telling why he believed
"Nothing lies beyond the reach of
.
his
prayers
for the unsaved must
prayer except that which lies outbe
answered.
side the will of God." But even within the limits of God's will there are
"First, I have had no shadow of
certain "conditions" which must be doubt in praying for their salvation,
met if our prayers are to be answer- knowing as I do that it is the Lord's
ed. Seven of the principal of these will they should be saved, for He
are the following: A right heart and would 'have all men to be saved, and
motive (Psa. 66:18; Mark 11:25; to come unto the knowledge of the
James 4:3, 8; I John 3:21, 22) ; Ac- truth' (1 Tim. 2:4,), 'And this is
cording to God's will (1 John 5:14, the confidence that we have in Him,
15) ; In the name of Christ (John 14: that if we ask anything according to
13, 14; 16:23, 24); In faith (Mark His will, He heareth us' (1 John 5:
11:22-24; Heb. 11:6); Without anx- 14).
iety, but rather with thanksgiving
"The second reason is, I have never
(Phil 1:6) ; With perseverance (Luke pleaded for their salvation in my own
18:1-7); In the Holy Ghost (Eph. 6: name, but in the all-worthy name of
18; Jude 20.) With these conditions my precious Lord Jesus (John 14:14)
met, God must answer. He cannot thit is, on the ground of His merit
deny Himself. (See 2 Cor. 1:20; 2 and worthiness, and on that alone.
Tim. 2:13, 19; Heb. 6:17-19; 10:23,
"The third reason is, I have al35, 36.)
ways believed in the ability and wil4. PRAYER'S COMMANDED AC- lingness of God to answer my prayers. (Mark 11:24).
COMPANIMENT
"The fourth reason is, that I have
"With thanksgiving" (Phil. 4:6).
Rev. Henry W. Frost, director for not allowed myself in known sin, for
North America of the China Inland 'if I regard iniquity in my heart, the
Mission, wrote some time ago: "No- Lord will not hear me-' (Psalm 66:
thing so, pleases God in connection 18).
"The fifth reason is, that I have
with our prayer as our praise,
and nothing so blesses the man who continued in believing prayer for
prays as the praise which he offers. over fifty-two years and shall so conI got a great blessing once in China tinue until the answer is given.
in this connection. I had received Luke 18:7: 'Shall not God avenge His
bad and sad news from home, and own elect, which cry day and night
deep shadows had covei'ed my soul. unto Him?' "
Whenever, the Lord showed George
I prayed, but the darkness did not
Muller
that it was His will he should
vanish. I summoned myself to en-
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pray, he continued in prayer until the
answer came.

6. PRAYER'S HOLY GHOST EFFECTU ALNESS.
(By J. Hudson Taylor.)
A young man had been called to
the foreign field. He had not been
in the habit of preaching, but he
knew one thing, how to prevail with
God; and going one day to a friend
he said: "I don't see how God can
use me on the field. I have no special
talent." His friend said: "My brother, God wants men on the field who
can pray. There are too many
preachers now and too few pray-ers."
He went. In his own room in the
early dawn a voice was heard weeping and pleading for souls. All
through the day, the shut door and
the hush that prevailed made you
feel like walking softly, for a soul
was wrestling with God.
To this home, hungry souls would
flock, drawn by some irresistable
power. In the morning hours some
would call and say: "I have gone by
your home so many times and have
longed to, come in. Will. you tell me
how I can be saved?" Or from some
distant place another would call saying: "I heard you would tell us here
how we might find heart-rest."
Ah, the mystery was unocked. In
the secret chamber lost souls were
pleaded for and claimed. The Holy
Ghost knew just where they were
and sent them along. Mark this: If
all who read these lines would thus lay
hold oh God, with the holy violence
and unconquerable persistence of
faith-filled prayer, a good many
things would give way, against
which we have been beating with
our puny human wisdom and power
in vain. The prayer power has never been tried to its full capacity in
in any church. If we want to see
mighty wonders of Divine grace and
power wrought in the place of weakness, failure and disappointment, let
the whole Church answer God's
standing challenge: "Call unto me,
and I will answer thee, and show thee
great and mighty things, which thou
knowest not'' (Jer. 33:3) . — T r a c t Selected by M. Resor.
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THE PRE-EMINENT CHRIST.
Rhoda G. Wolgemuth
Many men have accomplished
great things and gained high positions, but it is the Christ, who is distinguished above all others both in
character and position, for He occupies the. central thought of our lives.
When we think of men whose lives
have exerted an influence upon the
world and whose names are prominent, we realize that Jesus stands
alone. The greatness of His person
seems to touch us and as we look at
the beauty of His character, we shall
catch a greater vision of the Christ
and say with the Apostle Paul, that
among all, He should have the preeminence.
As we study the qualities that
adorned His life, our attention at
once is drawn to His tenderness and
compassion. This He manifested in
His quick thought for others, His
love for children and His sympathy
with the widows and lonely. How often the people thronged Him, bring
ing to Him the sick and He healed
them, but He was not content with
this; the great Physician went about
in all Galilee, healing all, cleansing
the lepers, raising the dead, and opening the eyes of the blind. That voice
of Jesus how it brought joy to the
hearts, as He asked,
"Art thou weary, art thou languid?
"Art thou sore distressed?"
and added, "Come unto me all ye
that are weary and heavy laden and
I will give you rest." He was moved
wifh compassion as He saw the poverty-stricken people and He went
about them for He loved to help the
poor. He understood their needs and
thus by His sympathy, He won their
hearts. When He saw Mary and the
Jews weeping because Lazarus had
died, His tenderness broke forth in
tears. So in all His perfect deeds,
He showed Himself to be the infinite
tenderness of God.
More than this , He manifested the
true spirit of humanity. Someone
has said that the first test of a truly
great man is his humility. Christ
took no credit for His deeds, His
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power of speech or His mission, but
always acknowledged the Father.
He came to the people as a Servant,
"hsmbled Himself and because obedient unto death, even the death of the
Cross." What man to day, if he had
performed the mighty deeds, and
exerted an influence upon the world
as Christ did, would not take any
honor unto himself ?
His life and doctrine was not less
marked by simplicity. He spake in
such a way, that all could understand
Him and His words went forth with
feeling and power. Then too, He did
not live in a mansion, neither was He
clothed in silk, but His life was plain
and simple. Thus we see how the
Master showed simplicity in both His
words and actions.
Besides this, He was a man of
mighty power. Many orators have
their names recorded on the pages
of histofy because they have swayed
the minds of the people, but Christ
was the greatest orator, for He surpassed them all. His words to the
weary meant rest; to the poor and
outcast love; and to the sinner condemnation. Has any orator touched
the hearts of men, as He did? Has
any orator drawn such crowds? The
farmer, the fisherman, the shepherd,
the mothers and children all heard
His gracious words and felt that He
was interested in them. We must
say, "Never man spake like this
Man." Christ was preeminent as a
teacher. He taught in the simplest
and most human ways, so that anyone
could understand. His philosophy,
nevertheless was the discussion of
the most learned and educated.
But not only was the greatness
of His person and His power manifested by His words, but also by His
deeds. He had power over evil
spirits, sickness and death. He had
power over nature. He stilled the
tempest and calmed the billows. Above all, He had power to forgive
men's sins. Yet, we cannot speak
of His life and not think of His love,
for love is paramount in the life of
the Master. Indeed, love is the noblest and most potent force, and it was
revealed in His vicarious death. The
Son of Man, who was made in all
things like unto His brethren, bowed
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Himself in shame, agony and death.
He loved the whole human race and
to redeem fallen man, He died on the
Cross of Calvary. His love for the
Father was shown by His obedience
to Him, for Christ said, "I came down
from heaven not to do mine own will,
but the will of Him that sent me."
Do we' look at these traits of character and feel that this presents to
us, only the historic Christ? Jesus
Christ is the same yesterday to day
and forever. Those same qualities
are just as real as when He trod this
earth. His compassion and tenderness, His humility and meekness,
His power and His love are still revealed, in their fullest extent. And
futhermore, He takes the same interest in every class of people, just
as He did when on earth. He speaks
peace to the heart of the sinner; He
heals the sick; comforts the sorrowful and lonely; clothes the poor and
feeds the hungry. And more than
this. He dwells within our own hearts.
Our lives are filled with joy unspeakable and full of glory.
Let us look at His exalted position.
As He lived among men, He took upon Himself the form of a servant, for
"He came not to be ministered unto
but to minister." If He had enrobed
Himself and revealed His divine
majesty, men would have marvelled,
but they rejected and crucified Him
and only after He became victor
over the grave and ascended to the
Father did they begin to realize the
Deity of the Christ. He is more than
human, He is divine, for He ascended
and is seated at the right hand of the
Father, far above all principality and
power aind might and dominion.
Thus Christ has become an ideal
object of worship for the whole human race. He is the Head of the
Church. The Christians of all ages
have not been satisfied with admiring Christ, they have approached His
person in the attitude of self-sacrifice and worship, as in the presence
of God.
We see also that Christ possesses
the divine attributes, thus proving
His equality with the Father. His
omnipotence or power is manifested
in heaven and in earth. His omniscience is acknowledged, by the discip-
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two sources which I have mentioned.
It was through our parents that we
have been able to enjoy school and
church privileges. They have toiled hard that all our needs would be
supplied, and we owe them gratitude
and unselfish devotion for their labor
of love. We thank them for correction and reproof that we should become christians early in life, and they
prayed daily to that end. I think
that we can say with John Patton:
What my father's and mother's prayers have meant we can never explain.
The other two great factors that
have been of great value in our lives
are the church and the school. Woodrow Wilson said, "The church and
the school are two great watchwords
of civilization". It is the church that
has been our teacher of religion, and
the school has been our guardian of
intelligence. We acknowledge that
Christianity is the chief force in life,
for without Christ we can do nothing,
yet we want to recognize the great
importance of education. The church
and the school are indeed two great
factors in our human progress which
will help us to war against the awful
evil and darkness of ignorance that
is in the world today. For as we
study the word of God our eyes become
open to the awfulness of sin,
FOR VALUE RECEIVED
and
we
combat with these social and
I PROMISE TO PAY.
economic evils.
The training received in school
Cornelius Lady
is a great factor in developing our
There is danger that my subject reasoning and thinking powers which
is so familiar, and so trite as to lack naturally helps us to succeed better
interest yet we cannot show too much in any vocation of life. And then the
appreciation for the many privile- church supplies pure motives. By
ges that have been ours to enjoy, that we mean it instils into us purer
nor can we emphasize too strongly and nobler ideals.
the duty resting on every young
The church and the school open up
American. We are aware of the fact
for us broader avenues for the enjoythat there is a selfish self-satisfied
ment of life by making it possible
opinion prevalent today that people
to associate with a larger class of
need only do those things that are
people who have similar purposes for
required of them. We as young men intellectual development, and who
and women who have had home, value the deeper things of life.
school, and church training are the Furthermore our study of Gods great
hope of the world; therefore let us creation leads us to appreciate nature
prove ourselves as unselfish sober- to a greater extent. After we have
minded persons working for the wel- been so graciously cared for by our
fare of our parents, the church, and parents and painstakingly trained by
the school.
our teachers, let Us not live a life of
There is no doubt that we have selfish ease but pay the debt we owe
received more blessings from our to our parents and teachers by a life
parents than from either of the other of devotion to them and the world.
les as they said to Him. "We are
sure that thou knowest all things,
and need not that any man should
ask thee; by this we believe that thou
earnest forth from God." He knows
our every thought, word and action.
Do we realize that He knows us better
than any of our friends know us?
Then too, He is omnipresent, as He
says, "where two or three are gathered in my name, there am I in the
midst of them." He is with every
missionary as he leaves his home
for He has promised, "Lo I am with
you alway, even unto the end of the
world." He is with the student as
he seeks to acquire an education
that will fit him for God's service.
He is with the Christian in his home.
God is everywhere present and He
is in our presence now.
Chirst has been and always shall
be pre-eminent.
In our limited
vision we cannot grasp the excellence
of His person, for now we see through
a glass darkly. But if we are true
to Him, we shall some day see Him
face to face. We shall join the
h'eajvemly chorus. We shall praise
him, who has been crowned KING
OF KINGS AND LORD OF LORDS.
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Let us not be among the number will have laid up treasures in heaven
of those who having joined the where neither moth nor rust doth
church, appear to think their duty corrupt nor where thieves break
done when they live honestly, attend through and steal, and in that day
worship regularly and contribute when we shall be rewarded for the
liberally to the support of the deeds done we shall receive 'our crown
church.
with rejoicing.
They live in an easy condition of
listlessness. The condition of these
mentioned in holy writ may fitly THE RELATION OF PROGRAM
apply to many in the state as well as
TO RESOURCES IN EDUCATION.
in the church for if a man be hearer
of the word land not a doer, he is like
a man beholding his natural face in
By Paul H. Bowman
a glass for he beholdeth himself, and
"Which of you, desiring to build a tower,
goeth his way and straightway for- doth not first sit down and count the cost,
getteth what kind of a man he was. whether he have wherewith to complete it?
Let us not as a class be in this but let . . . .Or what king, as he goeth to encounter
us be aroused by the vital truth Qf another king in war, wil' not sit down first
and take counsel whether he is able withChristianity.
First we owe a great debt to our
parents. There are different ways
in which we can pay this debt. We
can honour our father and mother
by not criticizing their ways though
they seem uncouth to us, for we have
in Prov. 10:1 "that a wise son maketh a glad father but a foolish son is
the heaviness of his mother". Above
all it is our duty to love them, and we
can manifest our love to them by
being kind to them and caring for
them when they become old.
We owe much to the church and the
world and as we as young men and
women are the hope of the world let
us be up and doing. Our mission is
to go into all the world and preach
the gospel. As we go forth we will
have foes to meet, and we will be
scorned by the world but let us not
be weary in well doing for we shall
reap if we faint not. Let us also do
our part in the enlightening of the
world, by imparting scientific and
literary truth. We are commanded
to bear our brothers burdens, and as
we do this we bear our brothers burdens by giving words of encouragement to those who are in need and by
sharing our blessings true to those
who are in need. We should also be
cheerful at all times for this may
serve to uphold the heart and head
of many in this rough world.
Since we as a class h&ve received
so many blessings and benefits let
each one of us strive for the right,
pay the debt we owe our parents, the
school, the church, As we do this we

ten thousand to meet him that cometh against him with twenty thousand?" .
There is a very definite relation between
an enterprise and its resources. It is a
life-or-death relationship, and no institution can ignore the problem. Good business policy invariably requires a careful and
accurate inventory of the resources of an
enterprise before launching it, and insists
that its program must be commensurate
with its resources. This principle, which
characterizes all successful business administration, can not be ignored by the church.
Jesus evidently believed that it was also a
wise moral and spiritual policy. At any
rate, it is obvious that missionary, educational, and philanthropic interests of the
church must construct their program after
careful consideration of the resources
which they can command. To project a program which our resources will not permit
us to carry through, is bad business policy,
and' is perilous to succesful and creditable
religious work.
The writer was privileged to attend a
recent conference of representatives of the
standardizing agencies of higher education
in the United States.. Representatives of
the various State and National organizations, and the religious boards of both the
Protestant and Catholic bodies, presented
their respective points of view in formal
and informal conference. The purpose of
the conference was to construct a definition of a college which might be acceptable
throughout the nation. There was an undivided sentiment that the standards of
higher education should be advanced steadily and positively. The conference was
opposed to a rigid and stereotyped system,
and it was clear that this would be avoided by a constant revision of standards.
There was no indication that the revision
would ever be downward. The final outcome of this gathering will undoubtedly be
a standard for institutions of higher education, which will be generally accepted in
this country. When this is done, no college
can fail to meet requirements fully and adequately, if it seeks to be honest with its
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students and constituency. If it does not
meet them, it must be honest enough to i
make a frank admission that its work is
of less than standard grade. The honor
of an institution certainly would not allow
less.
The colleges of our church have been
making vigorous efforts to
standardize
according to the standards prevailing in
their respective regions. Some have almost attained this much coveted goal. But
newer and higher standards are now under
consideration. It certainly means a renewal of the struggle for trese institutions. The effort to maintain a college as
a standard institution, will undoubtedly be
more difficult than the first attempt to
standardize.
Even now periodical inspections are being made, and every year
colleges are being dropped from the aapproved list. In the light of these facts,
it is at least pertinent to raise the question
of the relation of our educational program
to the resources of our church.
In the first place the enrollment is a
very important factor in the making of a
college. The North Central Association of
High Schools and Colleges requires that
a standard college must have at least one
hundred students, and a juhior college
at least fifty students, doing regular college
work. The Eastern Associations require
a sufficiently large enrollment to create a
college atmosphere, and specify that at
least 75 per cent of the students enrolled
shall be regular students of college grade.
A hundred students are certainly the minimum for a standard college, and it is a
question whether best results can be had
with less than 250 or 300 students. It has
been shown that the enrollment of a college
bears a rather constant ratio to the size of
its constituency.
Dr. Robert E. Kelley, who is an expert on
the denominational college, says in Christian Education, for January, that "on the
average, therefore, an 'efficient' college
should draw from a total constituency of
approximately one hundred thousand persons. A 'minimum' college should be able
to count 20,000 persons."
Our Yearbook for 1921 shows that we
have a total enrollment in our nine colleges of 2,891 students. In these schools
there is an enrollment, from the Church of
the Brethren, of 1,796 students. Thus
about 62 percent of our enrollment is from
our own church. The total college enrollment is 1,034. Assuming that our own
church is represented in the college enrollment in about the same proportion as in the
total- enrollment, we should then have 634
students in college, belonging to the
Church of the Brethren. This is about one
college student for each 165 of our church
membership. It has also been shown that
there is one student in college out of each
212 of the population of the United States.
On this basis our church should supply 490
college students from our church in our
own colleges to say nothing of those who
may be in other colleges. In other words,
we have sent 30 per cent more students in-
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to the college course than is the average
for the country at large. It would be a
reasonable inference, therefore, that we
can not expect a very great increase in the
college enrollment from our own church
constituency.
An
"efficient"
college
should count 100,00 people among its constituency. A very limited study of the
student resources of some "efficient" colleges, in this part of the country, shows
that the above estimate is about correct.
But to be safe, and to allow for a constituency outside of the church, let us say
that a college should count at least 50,000
church constituency. Then each of our nine
colleges—to say nothing of Bethany School
—should count a 50,000 church constituency
or a total church, contituency of 45,000
people. This would mean a 300 per cent
increase in our church membership before
our colleges could have the numerical resources sufficient to support them as
standard colleges. The history of the
church, up to this time, would indicate that
we have about 300 years of evangelistic
work before us in order to reach this
The endowment standard for a college used to be $200,000 in all of the associations.
The associations in the East have recently
raised this to $500,000, and have, in all
probability, set a pace for all of the associations of the country. It is also the
general opinion that the buildings and equipment should represent an investment of
another $500,000. Thus a standard college
should have at least $1,000,000 in total assets and should add to this annually, in order to keep pace with needs and demands.
Our Yearbook shows that the total endowment for our nine colleges is $1,639,334 and a total investment in buildings and
equipment of $1,796,194. But on the basis of the above standard, these colleges
should have total assets amounting to at
least $9,000,000. We have been a half century raising the sum of money invested
in the endowments and buildings of our
college at the present time, and this is
only about one-third as much as is actually needed to standardize them. Then we
must recall that the mission budget of the
church is heavy, that the Sunday-school
work is making tremendous financial demands, and that we are also in a period
of transition from the old type in expensive
church to the modern and well-equipped
house of worship, and from the free ministry to a salaried ministry. All of these are
a part of our church progam and must be
provided for. To read a lesson from history
again, it will take us one hundred years to
standardize all of our college endowments,
assuming that the
standards do not
change within the century.
An educational program which is administered with public funds, is under obligation to practice the greatest possible
economy. The stanardizing agencies, almost without exception, require a college
to maintain at least eight departments of
instruction. These departments must be
headed by teachers with university training
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who devote full time to their departments.
P'ull time is also defined, and salaries must
be standard. It is assumed that there is a
limit beyond which a man can not work,
and maintain a high standard of efficiency.
It is also assumed that an efficient
teacher must be able to maintain a certain standard of life without undue anxiety or embarrassment. He must be able
to buy books, and magazines, and "keep up"
in his field; he must be able to travel
some, maintain his family comfortably, and
provide for old age. The salary standards
vary from $1,800 to $3,500, among the best
colleges of the country and in the various
associations.
Our colljege catalogues show that we
have eighty-five teachers in our college
faculties. The standard requirement is
about one teacher to each twelve students.
Viewed from a strictly church point of
view, we could handle our own young
people with about fifty teachers. In other
words we now have 70 per cent more
teachers in our colleges than are actually
needed to give standard instruction to the
college students of our church, provided
they were grouped properly. We have a per
capita endowment for college students of
12,670. If we were to standardize the endowments of all our colleges, it would require a per capita of $8,000. But we
could standardize the endowments of two
colleges, of about 350 students each, at a
per capita of approximately $1,573. To
.standardize the salaries of our eighty-five
teachers, would mean a total annual salary budget of about $170,000. This would
mean a cost of about $268 per student for
salaries alone. The average cost for the
instruction of students, in the private
colleges of the country, is about $240 per
student. This includes the equipment and
up-keep of laboratories, libraries, recitation
and administration buildings, together with
heating, lighting, insurance, etc., of all
these buildings and this equipment. Thus
our system is very expensive, if we offer
standard college advantages in all of our
nine institutions.
What is the conclusion to this whole matter? It is very clear that our system is an
expensive one and that we have already
launched a program which is not well adjusted to our numerical and financial resources. Possibly it is time to sit down
and count the cost—at least to take counsel
together, and to see if we can not better
coordinate the work of our institutions,
offer standard college advantages to our
young people, and at the same time administer our program with greater economy.
It is vital that our program be commensurate with our resources. Perhaps some
prophet or sage can point the way and
make us willing to walk therein.—In Gospel
Messenger.
/

THE CHURCH AND POLITICS.
Lowell H. Coate
There are many and various conceptions as to the relation which the
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Church should sustain to the world
today, just as there have always
been. Some fail to distinguish between the visible Church and the invisible Church. In this discussion we
shall confine our remarks to what is
known as the invisible Church of God
in what ever denominations they
may be, the Bride of Christ, the "Ecclesia," or "Called out ones."
Peroids of the Church Dispensation.
The Church originated with Christ
who is its great heiad. The seven parables 'of Matt. 13th chapter: (1)
The Sower, (2) The Wheat and the
Tares, (3) The Mustard Seed, (4)
The Leaven,
(5)
The
Hidden
Treasure, (6) The Pearl of Great
Price, (7) The Drag Net, are taken
by some Bible scholars to represent
the different periods of the Church
dispensation. The parable of the
Sower is said to represent the Apostolic period including the first century A. D.; the Wheat and Tares represent the Peroid of Persecution
from 100 to 313; the Mustard Seed,
the period of worldly Corruption
from 313 to about 768; the Leaven,
the peroid of Romish Corruption beginning with Charlemagne (768) to
the time of Luther and the Reformation, 1517; the Hidden Treasure, the
Reformatiaon, from 1517 to the
Wesleyan Revival, 1739; the Pearl
of Great Price, represents the Faithful Remnant since the Wesleyan
revival to about 1900, or near the
time of the recent world war, and the
Drag Net the period preceding the
judgment tribulation. It is also
claimed universally by Prophetic
scholars and interpreters, that the
seven churches referred to in the
second and third chapters of Revelation also represent these periods in
Church History, in their respective
order.
God's Plan for the Church.
The Church has a very special and
peculiar place in God's divine plan for
the ages. It is to call out a people
for His name, particularly from among the Gentile nations. The
Church does not refer to His chosen
people, Israel, before Christ, nor the
Jewish Church of today, nor yet the
exalted position they are to occupy
during the Millennium, but rather to
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those who are "taken out for His
name" from among'the nations of
the world during this dispensation.
The Church possesses a peculiarly
intimate and significant relation to
Christ. In Eph. 4:22-23 the Church
is referred to as "the body of Christ;"
in Acts 15:14 it is called "a people
for his name;" in Eph. 5:25, 32 it is
spoken of as the "Bride of Christ."
In Romans 8:16-17 Paul says we
are "joint heirs with Him," and again
in II Tim. 2:12 that we "are destined
to reign with Him." And finally, in
Acts 1:5-8, the Church is to be considered the receiver, conserver, and
propagator of the Word of God.
When God has "taken out a people
for His name" then He will come for
them and will constitute His bride,
and with this event the period and
work of the Church will close.
Non-Conformity to the World.

merely increases man's confidence in
himself to save himself, and decreases his conscious need of vital salvation and God. But God has always
had a people in this Church age to
preach and exemplify the truth as
it is in the Word, and to witness for
Christ, even unto death and martyrdom, in which they gloried to be
accounted worthy to suffer for Him
and win a martyr's crown. They are
willing to bear the reproach of the
cross by preaching the more unpopular doctrines of the Gospel which
mark more definitely the distinction
and separation of the true Church
from the world.
Some ministers profess to think
that we are facing a period in the
history of the Church in which we
shall not be required to suffer persecution as formerly; but not so. The
Bible promises those "who live Godly
in Christ Jesus" an abundance of persecution ; and if the church has entered into a period of exemption from
persecutions she has a proportionately ceased to live Godly in Christ
Jesus, and separated from the world.
It is because she has, as a whole, entered into the spirit of the Laodicean
period so far and to such an extent
that she is no longer living Godly,
but has become lukewarm, and has
ceased to bear the reproach of the
cross of Christ, and the Gospel.
This is perhaps the reason she is unwilling to acknowledge her backslidden condition and need of repentance, and of doing her first works
over.
To just what extent Christians are
to be separated from the world and
worldly institutions is difficult to decide definitely to the satisfaction of
everyone; but fortunately we are not
left without instructions from God's
Word and examples from among the
early Christians, which are the two
best arguments for any Christian
doctrine, or for almost any question
of conduct that may arise among
Christians. Profane and sacred history alike testify abundantly as to the
early Christians' attitude toward
the social and political institutions of
the world. In his "Ancient History"
West tells us that "The attitude of
the Christians toward society added

We wish to particularly emphasize the meaaning and constituency of
the Church proper—the invisible
Church of Christ. It means far
more than the average nominal
Christian of todjay has ever imagined that it could mean, to be one'of
God's "called out ones." It means
a definite, actual, practical, positive
"called out" and separation from the
world,—even the Spirit of the world,
with all its worldly ambitions, honors
and
interests; for
"They that
are of the world love the things that
are in the world." Comparatively
few today are willing to look at the
matter squarely and seriously, and
to conform ther lives consistently to
the one great Teacher, Example, and
perfect Representative of Christianity in the world. How few there are
today who are willing to suffer the
least
reproach of the isolated,
peculiar, separated "called out ones."
The modern church so perfectly fits
into the spirit and practice of modern
industry and commerce, and the one
is so perfectly correlated with the
other, that it is practically impossible to tell Where one quits and the
other begins. The worldly system
supports the church, and the church
in turn supports the world in all its
worldly appeals and reforms and endeavors. Every worldly reform, with
out salvation as the main objective,
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to
their
unpopularity. Because
Christ had preached Peace, many of
them refused to join the legions, or
to fight if drafted. This seemed
were unsocial; they abstained from
most public amusements, as immoral, and they refused .to illuminate
their houses or garland their portals
in honor of national triumphs. Clean
lives marked the early Christians to
a notable degree. Any member who
was known to have worshipped
pagan gods, or blasphemed, or borne
fa|se witness, was dismissed f/om
Christian fellowship. "
In regard to the early Christians'
relation to Politics, Dr. Monroe in
his history of Education says, that
religion with the Greeks and Romans
had been chiefly a political concern,
but that,
"Under
Christianity,
religion was dissociated from politics." Nor has the Church been left
without witnesses for this principle
of complete separation from the
world, even since it became possible
for ordinary citizens to participate in
the affairs of worldly governments.
Prof. Greffert of Union Theological
Seminary says of the Anabaptists,
who were the most spiritual body of
people during and following the time
of the Reformation and from whom
the Mennonite movement later came,
that they thought it "not proper for
members of the true Church to give
themselves to the service of the world
in positions of civil responsibility."
Again, "In their Seven Articles
agreed in 1527 it is declared among
other things, that while civil government and the exercise of civil
authority are of divine appointment,
the Church has nothing to do therewith. In it only spiritual discipline
is to be exercised, and Christians are
not to take part in the affairs of
state, hold official positions of any
kind. The separation in
other
words, between civil and spiritual
affairs is to be complete." They also
insisted that the "Church's authority
is spiritual only, and the civil power
has no right in the premises. They
were thus in advance of all the great
reformers in insisting upon freedom
of conscience, and
condemning
religious persecution of every kind,
and their influence along this line
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was ultimately very great."
In Fisher's "History of the Christian Church," the author says: "The
authority of the civil magistrate was
asserted by Jesus and by the Apostles. They affirmed the divine origin
qf government and the binding force
of human law whenever it did not
clash with the commandments of
God. Paul availed himself of hfe
privileges as a Roman citizen.Prayers were offered up for rulers who
were inflicting cruel persecution.
Nevertheless, injunctions to abstain
from teaching the Gospel, and commands to pay religious honors to the
emperor, were disobeyed. A higher
law, an authority exalted above that
of the state, was thus recognized.
In this promulgation of the rights
of conscience lay the germs of civil
liberty." In other words, they were
Christians first and citizens second,
and when it came to a clash with the
command of civil law as agiainst
the law of Christ, they were then to
"obey God rather than man." Paul
urged the Christians to respect the
"Powers that be," but his patriotic
duty to the government and to its
citizens led him to do and say things
which placed him "oft in bonds and
imprisonment," and finally was responsible for death.
Again, since the time of the Anabaptists and the Reformation, John
Wesley's testimony rang true to this
same principle. He says on this point
"I have long been convinced from the
whole tenor of Ancient History, that
this event, Constantine's calling himself a Christian, and pouring that
flood of wealth and honor upon the
the Christian Church, the clergy in
particular, was productive of more
evil to the Church, than all the ten
persecutions put together. From the
time that power, riches, and honor
of all kinds were heaped upon the
Christians, vice of all kinds came in
like a flood, both on the clergy and
laity. . From the time that the
Church and State—the kingdoms of
Christ and the world—were so
strangely and unnaturally blended together, Christians and Heathen were
so thoroughly incorporated with each
other, that they will hardly be
divided till Christ comes to reign up-
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on the earth. So that instead of
fancying that the glory of the New
Jerusalem covered the earth at this
period, we have terrible proof that
it was then, and has been ever since,
covered with the smoke of the
bottomless pit." (Vol. 2, Page 361).
We could continue indefinitly to
quote other witnesses, both past and
contemporary, but from these we can
see that through the history of the
Church the great spiritual leaders
have been a unit on the importance,
definiteness, and completeness of the
separation of the Church from the
world and its politics; and if there is
anything in the world that is worldly
certainly it is worldly politics. When
Christians engage in politics, they
soon become engrossed in it, and
thousands of good men and women
lose their faith over politilcal issues
and social reform movements. The
more one becomes reformed through
his own strength the less he feels
his need of God and salvation. This
seems to be the history of human
nature and society.
JUSTIFICATION.
Albert Engle
A prisioner in at
the bar—-a
bright young man condemned of
treason. The penalty of the law
is death. The judge loved the man
and knew the possibilities in him
—it was hi s own son; he loved him
ag no other. He had won the respect
of the others in the court-room too,
but he fell—a victim of his own rare
pofes/ibilities; he took the wrong
road. The claims of the law must be
met; the evidence against him was
beyond doubt. The tension of the
moment was beyond description—
what would the judge do with his own
son. Finally the man confessed his
guilt and how he had given way to
selfish motives; he showed signs of
true repentance. But still the law
claimed his life as the penalty—for
he was guilty. The suspense was
greater than before; the judge stood
pale—he trembled under the awful
wrath of the law that thundered
death to his own dear son, yet the
law was considered righteous—he
himself had always stood by it; he
cannot disregard it, even now. The
intense silence was broken only by
the deep sobs of the penitent young
man. Finally the judge stepped forward and said he would pay the penalty—by his own life. The son went
free. Did the judge deal justice? was
the righteousness of the law preserved? was the penalty paid? That man
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was justified. Not by any works or
merits of his own but- by the gracious
act of the executor of the law—his
father. Thus he went through an
experience of justification so far as
that law was concerned, and it had
no more claims on him so far as his
past life was concerned. He was as
free from the law as if he had never/
committed the crime.
Scriptural justification is that gracious act of God whereby sinners are
pardoned by virtue of Christ's death
and restored to Gods' favor because
of Christ's imputed righteousness
appropriated by faith. Can we imagine the tension among the heavenly hosts before the foundation of the
world as the picture man, in case
he should fall in sin, before God's
bar of justice condemned to death—
man, the object of God's love whom
he had created pure and holy with
a capacity to glorify him—man, the
crowning work of creation liable to
fall because of his own rare possibilities. God breaks the intense suspense and says He will pay the penalty if man's sins.
Man was created; his fall is a
scriptural fact; in due time God paid
the penalty and satisfied His divine
law of justice—so far as His part
was concerned man was justified.
We all have sinned (Rom. 3:23).
Every man has rebelled against God,
the Sovereign of the universe and
joined His enemy, Satan (Mat. 12:
30). Hence we like the above prisoner have committed treason against
God's government.
The penalty
according to God's law of justice is
death—"the wages of sin is death",
Rom. 6:23; Gen. 2:17. God the righteous judge, must keep his word; the
law must be fulfilled. Jesus Christ,
God incarnate in flesh died in our
stead; He was raised again for our
justification. His blood is our plea
(Rom. 5:9). Our part is to acknowledge our guilt, repent and accept
Christ as our substitute. So long
as we fail in this we remain condemned. Christ alone can save us
poor vile sinners. "How shall we
escaoe if we neglect so great salvation"—the law lays claim on our
live s as a penalty for our sins. Having accepted Christ as our Savior we
have peace with God; the whole account is wiped out. We are really
guilty but are counted righteous, the
e-uilt having been covered by the
blood of Christ. It is reckoned as if we
had never committed a sin. We are
made heirs, Titus 3:17; saved from
wrath, Rom. 5:9; assured of glorification, Rom. 8:30.
All this is
ours, without any merits, so long
as we keep in a justified state.
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Mt. Carmel Home, Morrison, 111., in
charge of Sr. Katie Bollinger and Harvey
W. Hoke and wife.
Centre County Mission, in charge of Levi
F . and Lizzie M. Sheetz, Howard, Pa.
Altoona Mission, in charge of Herman G.
and Laura Miller, 613 4th Ave., Altoona,
Pa.
Welland Mission, 36 Elizabeth St., Welland, Ont., in charge of Eld. W. B. Duxbury and wife.

A RELIGIOUS JOURNAL
Committed to the teaching of Justification
and Sanctification received by faith through
the merits of the sacrifice of Christ as our
Redeemer and Lord; Divine Healing as
provided in the atonement; the Second and
Premillennial coming of Christ; and all
sacred ordinances and truth pertaining to
the Christian life. It is an earnest advocate
of Gospel Missions at home and abroad
and stands ready to espouse every good
thing in Christ Jesus.
Official Organ of the
Brethren in Christ Church
(Known as "Tunkers" in Canada)
U. S. A., Canada and Foreign Countries
Published Bi-Weekly by
EVANGELICAL VISITOR PUBLISHING
HOUSE
Nappanee, Indiana
Editor and Manager, V. L. STUMP
ASSOCIATE EDITORS—J. N. Hoover
and Enos H. Hess.
Contributing Editors to Foreign Missionary
Department
Bish. J. N, Engle, Abilene, Kans., Eld. D.
W. Heise, Gormley, Ont.
PUBLICATION BOARD—0. B. Ulery,
E. N. Engle, John Nigh, Jesse Culp, A. Z.
Hess, H. C. Shank and Girvin Bearss.
SUBSCRIPTIONS—$1.50 per year in
Advance, 75 cents for six months. (Sample
copies free.)
Entered as Second Class Matter a t the
post office at' Nappanee, Ind.
NOTICE—The date printed on your lable
denotes the time to which your subscription is paid. Keep it in the future.
CHANGE OF ADDRESSES—Be sure to
give both the old and new addresses. Address all business letters to
EVANGELICAL VISITOR PUBLISHING
HOUSE
CITY AND RURAL MISSIONS, HOMES
AND ORPHANAGES
Chambersburg Mission, in charge of A.
O. and Elizabeth Wenger, 463 Center St.
Des Moines, Iowa Mission, 1194 14th St.,
in charge of Eld. H. W. Landis and wife.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., in charge
of W. H. and Susie Boyer.
Philadelphia Mission in charge of Eld.
Wilbur Snider and wife, 3423 N. 2nd St.
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halstead St., in
charge of Sarah Bert and workers.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., in
charge of Bro. and Sr. Earl Bossart.
Lancaster Mission, in charge of Geo. CHaagen and wife, 633 Manor St.
San Francisco Mission, 3739 20th St., in
charge of Sr. Maggie Sollenberger and
workers.
Bethel Mission, in charge of Bro. and Sr.
D. E. Jennings, Sylvatus, Va.
Messiah Home, in charge of David H.
and Lottie Engle, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.
Messiah Orphanage, in charge of Anna
Witmer, and D. S. Wenger and wife.
Jabbok Orphanage, in charge of Bro.
and Sr. Isaiah and Katie Tyson.
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FOREIGN

MISSIONARY
ADDRESSES
Africa
Bish. H. P. and Grace Steigerwald, Eld.
H. J. and Emma Frey, Miss Hannah Baker,
J. A. and Emma Climenhaga, Naomi Lady
Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, S. Africa.
H. Frances Davidson, Lila Coon, Macha
Mission, Choma, N. W. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
Lewis and Elizabeth Steckly, J. Lester
and Emma Myers, Sallie Dohner, Mary
Heisey, Sadie Book, Mtshabezi Mission,
Bulawayo, S. Africa, Private Bag.
Eld. Myron and Ada Taylor, Beulah Musser, Sikalonga Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, S. Africa.
India
D. E. and Lottie Rohrer, Supaul, B. &
N. W. Ry., India.
Eld. C. E. and Ruth B. Heise, Anna M.
Steckley, Dauram Madipura, N. Bhagalpur,
B. & N. W. Ry., India.
Eld. A. D. M. and Nellie Dick, Sr. Ruth
Byer, Sr. Ella Gayman, Saharsa, N. Bhagalpur Dist., B. & N. W. Ry., India.
H. L. Smith and wife, Upland, Cal.,
Home on Furlough
Cora Alvis, Bridgeport, Okla.
W. O. Winger and wife. Detroit, Kan.,
R. R. 1, or Ridgeway, Ont.
Eld. A. C. Winger, Upland, Cal.
M. Effie Rohrer, Ludlow Falls, O.
NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF THE
TREASURERS OF THE DIFFERENT
BOARDS.
Foreign Mission Board—S. G. Engle,
4014 Spring Garden St., Philadelphia, Pa.
L. B. Heise, Gormley, Ont., Canadian
Treasurer.
Home Mission—Samuel H. Wenger, 38
Glenn St., Chambersburg, Pa.
L. Shoalts, Wellandport, Ont., Canadian
Treasurer.
Beneficiary and Poor—D. R. Eyster,
Thomas, Okla.
Executive Board—Amos Wolgemuth, Mt.
Joy, Pa.
Publication Board—Jesse Culp, Goshen,
Indiana, R. R. 6.
LOVE FEASTS IN CANADA.
Bertie
September 10-11
Wainfleet
_
September 17-18
Walpole
September 24-25
Nottawa
September 24-25
Waterloo, Rosebank M. H
October 1-2
Howick
October 8-9
Markham
October 15-16
Canada Joint Council to be held in Bertie
September 8th.
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Mechanicsburg, Pa., communion services,
Sunday evening, October 23, 5:30 p. m.

Monday, August 29, 1921
IMPORTANT NOTICE REGARDING
SUNDAY SCHOOL LITERATURE.
There are still many of our Sunday
Schools that do not use the Sunday School
papers published by the church, and there
are also some schools who do not use the
quarterlies. Our last Conference passed a
resolution that made provision for the publication of all our Sunday School literature.
What we wish to call your attention to,
is this, that unless our Sunday Schools are
loyal to the Church, and use our own papers and quarterlies, the project can never
be carried out.
We are printing the Sunday School papers
at a loss at the present time and unless we
are favored with a better patronage from
our own schools the printing of these papers
will be discontinued January 1, 1922.
There were sample copies sent to all the
Superintendents before the third quarter,
and also a circular letter asking their cooperation, and information as to about
how many copies could be .used. Only a
few responded.
We would not feel that we had the
right to ask the patronage of our schools
if our product was below the standard. We
hope you will not consider us passing compliments to ourselves in this connection,
for indeed we are not, but are simply being
governed by the favorable comment from
our exchanges, etc.
If there are any who do not know that
we print two grades of weekly Sunday
School papers, or wish to have further information regarding this matter, kindly
write the editor, we will be pleased to give
you more detailed information.
HARVEST MEETING.
All day Bible meeting, on Saturday afternoon and evening and Sunday all day
Sept., 10-11, 1921 at the Conoy M. H.
Dongeal District, a Harvest Praise Service
and Bible Conference will be held. Topics
of importance will be held and discussed.
A cordial invitation to these services is extended.
HARVEST MEETING.
On Sept. 10th a harvest meeting will be
held at Vajley Chapel, Canton, O. Meeting begins at two o'clock in the afternoon
and also services in the evening. A general invitation is extended to all especially
to ministers.
LOVE FEAST
A love feast will be held at the home of
Bro. Geo. Shirk in Mifflin Co., Sept. 17 and
18. Trains will be met at McVeytown, Saturday a. m. All coming by train please
notify Bro. Shirk, McVeytown, Pa. A
hearty invitation for all who can to meet
with us.

Monday, August 15, 1921

MARRIAGES
SIDER-RICKER
On May 18, 1921 at the home of Bro.
John O. Mater, Marshville, Ont., the marriage of Bro. Jesse A. Sider and Sr. Adah
Ricker both of Marshville was solemnized
by Bish. John Sider.
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REPORTS
CHICAGO MISSION

Financial report for month ending July 15
Balance on hand
$73.69
Receipts

Obituaries
HEISEY—Bro. John M. Heisey died at
the Messiah Home on July 24. Had he
lived to October 19, he would have been
ninety years old.
He was converted more than fifty years
ago, and lived a consistent Christian life
to the time of his departure. He had'
such beautiful visions of the Glory World.
He used to say it is but a step over there.
The only relative remaining is his sister,
Sr. Lizzie King of Messiah Home. She
feels the loss of her dear brother.
Funeral services were held in the Home
chapel and were conducted by Eld. Detwdler, and Rev. Hershey and Forling of the
Church of God.

SWITZER—Clara Giesen was born June
10th, 1880, in Mitchell Co., Kans., died
July 19th, 1921, age 41 years, 1 month, 9
days. She was united in marriage to
Robert Switzer October 7th, 1898. To this
union were born eight children of whom
seven survive. All were present but the
oldest, Mrs. Gertie Crane of Denver, Col.
Sister Switzer was converted in 1909
and united with the Brethren in Christ
Church in 1916 and was a devoted Christian and faithful member. She will be
greatly missed, not only in the home, but
also in the church services, where she
so much loved to be, but our loss is her
eternal gain. Funeral services were conducted by Bishop D. R. Eyster and Eld. I.
G. Engle. Interment in the Red Starr
cemetery.

EYER—Sister Hannah Haldeman Eyer
of Upland, Cal., was born Oct., 16
1857 in Montgomery Co., Pa., died Aug.
10, 1921.
She was a member of the Brethren dn
Christ for many years and left this world
triumph in the faith of Christ whom she
so dearly loved.
She leaves a husband and three children to mourn their loss, besides a host
of friends.
Funeral services were held at the Upland church conducted by Bishop C. C.
Burkholder, Eld. J. R. Eyster. Interment
dn the Bellevue cemetery. Text Mark 14:8.

Abilene, Kans., Dist.,
Palmyra S. S., Pa.,
D. F. Shirk
Bro. Moon
Ernest Frey
Bro. Lenhert
Bro. Wiebe
S. R. Wolfe
_

$ .25.00
15.00
10.00
_. .
2.00
1.00
1.00
1-00
15.00

Total

$70.00

Expenditures
Groceries and supplies
Lights, gas (light and c o o k i n g ) . . . .
Street light
Electric light

Receipts
_.$

Total

_

1.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
2.00

$ 28.00

Expenditures
Groceries and supplies
$ 46.64
Lights—gas, (lights and cooking)..
9.48
Street lights
4.00
Electric
5.15
Total
$ 65.27
Balance carried forward
$ 48.17
Donations of articles by the following:
Sr. Brechbill; Sr. Davidson; Sr. Cora
Kreider and Sr. Heise.
Coal Fund
Abilene, Kans., Cong.,
S. E. O
Benton Evey

Receipts
Grantham S. S., Bro. I. Graybill,
Treas
$ 27.89
Exchange
.'-.._
3.52
Carland S. S., Mich., Bro. A. Kitley, Treas
22.00
Exchange
2.20
Mount Joy S. S., Bro. Earl Martin
Treas
27.30
Exchange
_• • •
3.51
Bro. W. Lapp
5.00
Sister M. Carver
2.00
Bro. G. Bearss
1.00
Sister Janey Baer
2.00
Bro. Ebersole .
2.00
Total

44.50
4.75
4^00
5.00

Total
$ 58.25
Month ending August 15, 1921
Balance on hand
$ 85.44
Sr. Lyons
Henry Light
W. C. Deemy
In His Name
Sr. Glass
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$ 25.00
100.00
_...
5.00

Total
$ 130.00
We do not fail to thank our Heavenly
Father for all those who continue to stand
by the work of the Lord with their financial support and thus are aiding in the
salvation of precious lost souls. We greet
you with Ephesians 1:1, 2, 3. "To the faithful in Christ Jesus, grace be to you, pnd
peace, from God our Father, and from the
Lord Jesus Christ. Blessed be the God
and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who
hath blessed us with all spiritual blessings in heavenly places in Christ."
Sarah H. Bert and workers, 6039 Halstead St., Chicago, 111.

99.42
Expenditures

Balance due mission
Tap on bath tub
'
Gas
_
Electricity
Water supplies
Telephone messages
Visiting cards
S. S. Supplies
Table supplies

$! 4.67
1-50
2.60
2.39
3.50
L50
2.92
2.88
46 63
-

Total
'•
$ 68.59
Balance in treasury
$ 30.83
Other donations: Bro. W. Marr, Bro.
Darius Sider, Bro. John Mater, Sister Jenny Teal, Sister Pye, Sister Shoalts, Bro. C.
Sider, Bro. Carver, Sister John Sider, Sr.
Moore, Sr. Jesse Sider, Bro. Peter Sider,
Sister G. Shirk.

Sister G. Shirk, Sr. Sarah Climenhaga,
Bro. L. Shoalts.
Our tent campaign was carried on the
first two weeks in July. Bro. T. S. Doner
came filled with Spirit and preached with
power. The attendance kept increasing until the last Sunday evening the tent was
filled and about fifty standing out side.
There was deep conviction ovevr the'meeting, some shedding tears; but it seemed
hard for them to break away from the
enemy's ranks. The last Thursday night
one lady was at the altar for sanctification.
We believe she is standing true. The first
Sunday of the campaign in the afternoon
we had a children's meeting. There were
four at the altar; they claimed conversion.
We need workers at this Mission. Pray
that the Lord may send them and that
souls may be saved, and His name shall
have the praise.
Remember us befoie a throne of grace,
Wellington B. and Isabella Duxbury,
Box 1265
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heart. It was seen at once that conviction was on the people and so it was deA series of services commenced in the cided that this is the Lord's time for a reClearview Church a t Kindersley, Sask., on vival to start at this place, tho we all
Sunday, July 24, 1921, and continued until know that this was the busy time of the
Sunday, August 14. Bro. Walter O. Winger year.
Missionary on furlough from Africa, was
Thru prayer the meeting was started the
the vessel that the Lord used in furthering following Thursday night. My husband
His cause during these three weeks' and myse,lf together with Bro. and Sister
effort. The Word says "except the Lord Joe Smith, Sisters Mazy Dohner and Fanny
build the house they labor in vain who Brinser went as workers and stayed on the
build it." It was plainly evident that the grounds. Sister Brinser could only stay
Lord was doing some permanent building with us one week because of health condiduring these meetings. The work was tion. But we felt God was with us and
chiefly among Church-members. Many of had the witness that He was going to save
the hidden things of darkness were confes- souls. The family that the young girl
sed as Light made them manifest.
belonged to attended the meetings and it
The last Sunday was Missionary day. In was not long until the father began to
the morning service Bro. and Sr. Winger seek the Lord. The younger brothers also
gave us a splendid account of Mission work came and others stepped in as the waters
in Africa. The offering a t this service were troubled. Confessions were made and
for Foreign Mission work was $121.00. In souls repented of their sins and the Blood
the afternoon a men's meeting was held was suffiicient for the rest. Oh the joy
in the basement of the Church while a that comes when the witness is there that
women's meeting was held in the main body the work is done. Not only those that are
of the building. In the evening mission going thru with the Lord just get
work was again the theme of Bro. and Sr. blessed but it touches the workers hearts
Winger. The offering at this service was and all those that will let the Lord bless
for their own personal needs and amounted them. It does not stop here either but
to $131.00. Also three prospective mis- brings conviction to those who are still in
sionaries offered themselves for the foreign sin. One little boy in his testimony said
the Lord blessed him so that it "jarred
field.
him."
Then many of these souls did not
On Tuesday evening, August 16, a Missionary meeting was held in one of the stop a t only being saved but went on to
town churches. Our brother and sister sanctification. Others who were saved beleft the following morning for Chicago and fore this, but not sanctified received the
Eastern points. May the Lord continue to- experience. The devil was also stirred to
bring in disturbance but the Lord gave us
graciously bless and use them.
Victory. During the two and a half weeks
A. M. Carmichael, Sec.
along, he feet pinched up in a shoe two
meeting eleven were saved and about the
FROM SUNNY CALIFORNIA.
same number were sanctified.
RINDERSLEY, S A S R .

Dear readers of the Visitor:
"Sing praises to the Lord, which dwejleth in Zion: declare among the people his
doings." Psa. 9:11.
I believe if all the Christian people would
follow out this command more, of declaring among the people the wonderful workings of the Lord, there would be more conversions, and more people would find out
that the days of miracles are not past,
but our God is the same today as he has
always been. Even in these last days there
are those who do get hungry for the real
thinks of God and want to know how to
get that hunger satisfied. We praise God
that we not only are enjoying the good
things from heaven ourselves, but are trying to tell others about this wonderful salvation wherever we are.
On July 3rd, Sunday afternoon, Father
Burkholder and Bro. Henry Light went
down to Chino, about seven miles from Upland, to a school house, where a Union
Sunday School was being held. After the
Sunday School, Bro. Light gave the Gospel
message and told of the wonderful doings
of the Lord and then when the altar call
was given one young girl stepped out and
came forward and went thru with the
Lord. She was in earnest and the Lord
soon met her and gave her the desire of her

Since the close of the meetings five have
put on the prayer veilng. Prayer meetings
have also been started in this community
once a week and we believe God is still
going to do greater things for those dear
people. Let us remember to pray much for
the new born babes in Christ.
The tent meetings are a t present in progress a t Azusa. However because of other
duties we are not permitted to help in the
tent work. We are beginning to realize
that time in America will not be so long
any more and there is still quite a lot of
work for us to do before we sail for India.
We are booked to sail from San Francisco,
December 14th., on a thru steamer to Calcutta. We are so thankful the Lord has
helped us to make these arrangements. Berause of the hard strain of the different
meetings we have been engaged in, our
bodies have felt quite worn out. So thru the
kindness of several sisters our way was
opened to come up in the hill for a little
rest. We are spending two weeks up here
and during this time my husband is working on the book on Bible Doctrine which he
is writing.
We find that even up here in the mountains we have a chance to tell the people
some of the doings of the Lord. There are
hungry hearts where ever one goes. And
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it means so much to always be ready to
speak for him. We have such good things
to enjoy why should we not want others
to hear of the same and also taste and see
for themselves? We ask an interest in
the prayers of the saints that the will of
the Lord might be done in us at all times.
And our last few months in America will
be spent as He directs.
Sr. Katie B. Smith.
P. S.—Late word informs us that the
East Side School House has just been purchased by the Brethren in Christ of Upland for a Church Building. The Hand of
the Lord is in it all and we feel to praise
His dear name.—H. L. S.

REPORT OF TENT MEETING
AT GARLIN, KY.
On July 16 our first meeting began at
Garlin with Bro. O. B. Ulery in charge and
Bro. Walter Reighard, Sr. Ella Schatz and
Sr. Maude Ripley as workers. The meetings started with fairly good attendance
and kept steadily inceasing till we had a
good attendance and splendid order. Bro.
Ulery gave forth the word with inspiration and held forth the beauties of a
Christian life and the possibilities in the
Word for a life to be fully delivered from
all sin and the Holy Spirit to take possession and make His children more than a
conqueror. The Lord was faithful in honoring the prayer of faith and bringing
conviction to souls, but we were sorry to
see souls close their hearts against the
truth and against their better judgment.
But some, thank God, took the way, and
some of the school children sought the
Lord for the first time for pardon, and
realized a change, when by faith the burden rolled away.
One lady who had been saved some years
in the past came to be reclaimed and as
she confessed her way through and met
conditions the Lord definitely witnessed,
and her face shone with the glory of God
as she rose from the altar. Several came
to receive the Holy Ghost realizing their
need of more power in the home
life and also
in
the
community^
We are - sure the Lord never disappoints
"the seeking soul, when they seek Him
with their whole hearts. We rejoiced with
those that did rejoice for there was one
evening of the meeting that God answered
the cry of a seeking soul for heart cleansing and the in-filling of His Holy Spirit.
After getting through he walked around,
shaking hands with his unsaved friends
and inviting them to Christ. Oh the rejoicing there must be in heaven when souls
die out to the world and say yes to God,
with all it may mean.
The meetings closed on the 10th with
good interest and conviction. We have
moved to our new location and expect to
begin Saturday evening, August 13. Bro.
Ulery and Sr. Schatz returned home for
a few weeks. Eld. Orville Herr and wife
and Sr. Ethel French are here for this
meeting.
The Workers.

/
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SAN FRANCISCO MISSION REPORT.
Greeting in Jesus name:
Praise is comely for the upright
Glory be to His matchless name!
For our heart shall rejoice in Him,
Because we have trusted in His Holy
name.
0 love the Lord, all ye his saints: for
the Lord preserveth the faithful and plentifully rewardeth the proud doer. Be of good
courage and He shall strengthen your
heart, all ye that hope in the Lord. Blessed
be the Lord.
Our hearts have been filled with gratitude to God for His faithfulness and the
many blessings upon us during the month
just passed. How precious when the windows of heaven are poured out upon us.
It was the happy privilege of each one
of us as workers to attend our General
Conference. Since that time we have had
the joy of having many of the dear saints
among the brethren visit us, on their homeward' journey. Glad for so many ministers
who came filled with the Spirit and gave
heart-felt messages. Our hearts have been
blest and refreshed and we feel sure more
prayers are offered for us and the work
here than before.
We appreciated visits from some of our
Foreign Missionaries, during the month
of June. Bro. and Sr. Walter Winger spent
a short time here, gave very inspiring
messages on the Africa field and during the
last part of July Sr. Eflie Rohrer spent a
few days with us, whose help and presence
we shall not forget. She gave us a precious talk on India. She has been a former
worker here in Sari Francisco, prior to
her leave to India a little more than seven
years ago.
Receipts
Hall offerings
_
$186.95
Bro. and Sr. Amos Heisey, Pa
7.00
Bro. and Sr. H. E. Wolgemuth, P a . .
7.00
Bro. David Brehm, Pa.,
3.00
Bro. and Sr. Andrew Sider, C a n . . . .
3.00
Bro. B. F. Hoover, Ohio
1.00
Sr. Francis Shirk, Ind.,
5.00
In His name
2.00
A brother
10.00
Bro. and Sr. Emerson Winger, Can..
5.00
Pleasant Hill S. S., Hamlin, Kans.,. 10.92
Abilene Church, Kans
25.00
Srs. Stauffer's, Pa
10.00
Bro. H. Kreider, Pa
5.00
Bro. Henry Musser, Pa.,
5.00
Bro. Funk, Pa.,
2.00
Bro. Engle, Pa.,
2.00
A brother, Pa.,
5.00
Bro. and Sr. Lutz, Pa.,
3.00
Bro. Bert, Pa.,
5.00
Bro. and Sr, Girvin Bears, Can.,...
5.00
Bro. Noah Hess, Pa.,
1.00
Sr. A. O. Wenger, Pa
2.00
Bro. Samuel Wenger, Pa.,
3.00
Bro. Enos Hess, Pa
1.00
Bro. J. D. Wingert, Pa
5.00
Bro. and Sr. S. Engle, Pa
2.00
Bro. Light, Pa.,
1.75
Palmyra S. S., Pa.,
15.00
Bro. and Sr. Jacob Engle, Kans.,..
5.00
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Bro. H. G. Light, Pa
Mt. Rock, S. S., Pa.,
Bro. Noah Zook, Kans
Bro. John Winger, Kans.,
Sr. Ella Wenger, Pa.,
Sr, Fannie Grove, Kans
Bethel S. S. Kans.,
Sr. Anna Witmer, Pa.,
A brother, Elizabethtown, Pa.,
Mr. Kreider, Pa
Total
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5.00
25,00
10.00
10.00
1.00
1.00
5.04
2.00
10.00
5.00
$417.66

Expenditures
Table supplies
$ 85.25
Car* fare
_
1.00
House incidentals
12.92
House and hall rents
116.00
Hall expenses and gas
8.89
Fruit and sugar for canning
8.99
Express for Bro. Franklin's trunks.
1.50
Total
$242.61
Balance on hand June 1,
$476.73
Balance on hand, August 1
$651.78
We thank all who have shared in supply
ing financial help. May God bless you. We
covet your prayers.
Yours in Christian' love,
Maggie E. Sollenberger and workers.
TESTIMONY.
Dear brethren and sisters:—Greetings.
But the anointing which ye have received
of him abideth in you, and ye need not that
any many teach you; but as the same anointing teacheth you of all things, and is
truth, and is no lie, and even as it hath
taught you, ye shall abide in him. I John
2:27.
I am glad for the teaching which we receive from Jesus; not that we cannot be
helped or benefited by others, for we can
be a help and be helped by others, especially when used as instruments by the Holy
Spirit, and "we are workers together with
Him."
Yet, I see a need of being careful that we
do not become exacting and lord it over
our brother for whom Christ died. And if
one brother be taught of God, he should
not wish to model others over his own
pattern, for we shall all be taught of God.
And we are all members of Him and of
one another. "Neither as being lords over
God's heritage, but ensamples to the
flock." I Peter 5:3.
How precious conies the Word of God to
us. How sweet is God's order. May we ever
continue therein. Pray for me.
Your unworthy sister in the Lord,
Miriam K. Benner.

UPLAND, CAL., BIBLE SCHOOL.
Opens September 12, 1921. Tuition
$25.00 for the year. Other expenses
low, delightful climate, pleasant environment. Bible, High School and
College Courses. For further information, address: Beulah College,
Upland, California.

THE WHIPPED BIRD.
Yonder, on the green, I see a boy of
about eight severely whipping a poor harmless bird.
Out of curiousity, I call on him and interrogate the reason for such cruel treatment.
"I want it to fly" is the response. Fly,
how can it fly with its wing-feathers all
out?
"Must it have wing-feathers to
fly?"
replied the lad. Yes, surely it must. What
happened its wings that they are featherless? "I pulled the feathers out to put in
my hat" reiterated the child. That is just
the way some christian professors do with
their poor ministering brethren, they disrobe them of their energy by mistreating
them in some way, (for their own gratification), then wonder why the sermons are
not delivered with more power, often using the rod of chastisement. O, consistency! thou art a jewel. Printed by request
in E. V.—1895
J. R. Zook.
A PUZZLED DUTCHMAN.
One who does not believe in immersion for
baptism was holding a protracted meeting,
and one night preached on the subject of
baptism. In the course of his remarks he
said that some believed it necessary to go
down, in the water and come up out of it
to be baptized. But this he claimed to be
fallacy, for the preposition "into" of the
Scriptures should be rendered differently,
as it does not mean into at all times.
"Moses," he said, "we are told, went up
into the mountain; and the Savior was
taken up into a high mountain, etc. Now
we do not suppose either went into a
mountain, but went onto it. So with going down into the water, it means simply
going down close by or near to the water,
and being baptized in the ordinary way,
by sprinkling or pouring." He carried
this idea on truly, and in due season closed
his discourse, when an invitation was given
for anyone so disposed to rise and express
his thoughts. Quite a number of his brethren arose and said they were glad they had
been present on this occasion, that they
were well pleased with the sound sermon
they* had just heard, and felt their souls
greatly blessed. Finally a corpulent gentleman of Teutonion extraction, a stranger
to all, arose and broke the silence that was
almost painful, as follows:
"Mister Breacher, I is so glad I vosh
here to-night, for I has hadt exblained to
my mindt, some dings dot I neffer couldt
pelief before. Oh, I is so glad dat indo
does not mean indo adt all, put shust py
or near to, for now I can pelief many dings
vot I couldt no pelief pefore. We readt
Mister Breachr, dot Taniel vosh cast indo
de den of lions, and came oudt alife. Now
I neffer couldt belief dot, for de wildt
peasts would shust eat him right off, put
now it is fery clear to my mindt. He vas
shust py or near to, and didnt not get indo
de den adt all. Oh, I is so gladt I vas
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here tonight. AgahV we readt dot de
Heprew Children vas cast indo de firish
vernace, uhd dot alwish look like a peeg
sdory doo, for dey vouldt have peen purnt
up; p u t j t is all blain do my mindt now, fur
dey vos shust cast py or close to de firish
vernace. Oh, I is so gladt I vas here to
night.. Und den Mister Breacher, it is said
dot Jonah vos cast indo de zea, und daken
indo de wale's pelly. Now I neffer couldt
pelief dot. It alwish seemed to me to pe
a peeg fish story, but it is all plain to my
mindt now. He vas not indo de wales pelly
at all, put shumt ondo his pack und rodt
ashore. Oh, I vas so gladt I vas here tonight.
Und now, Mister Breacher, if you will
shust exblain dwo more bassages of Sgriptures, I shall pe oh so happy dot I vas here
to-might! One of dem is vere it says de
wicked shall pe cast indo a lake dat burn
mit vire und primstone alwish. Oh Mister
Breacher, shall I pe cast indo dat lake if
I am vicked, or shust near nuff to pe comfortable! Oh, I hope you tell me I shall pe
cast only shust py a good veys off, und I
vill pe so gladt I vas here to-night. De
oder bassage is dot vich says blessed am
dey vich do dese gommandments, dat dey
may have right to de dree of life, und end
er in droo de gates of de city, und not
shust close py or nearto— shust near nuff
to see vot I've lost—und I shall pe so gladt
I vas here tonight."—Selected by Sarah
Dohner, in E. V. 1895. Reprinted by request.

EXPERIENCE OF THE S A I N T S SEVERAL TESTIMONIES
John Wesley (inl771)
"Many years since I saw that'without holiness no man shall see the
Lord.' I began by following after it
and inciting all with whom I had any
intercourse to do the same. Ten
years after, God gave me a clearer
view than I ever had before of the
way to attain it; namely, by faith
in the Son of God. And immediately
I declared to all, 'We are saved
from sin, we are made holy by faith.'
This I testified in private, in public,
in print, and God confirmed it by a
thousiand witnesses. I have continued to declare this for above thirty
years, and God has continued to confirm the work."
George Fox (Quaker).
"I knew Jesus, and He was very
precious to my soul; but I found
something in me that would not keep
sweet and patient
and
kind.
I did what I could to keep it down, but
it was there. I besought Jesus to do
something for me and when I gave
Him my will He came to my heart,
and took out all that would not be
sweet, all that would not be kind, all
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that would not be patient, and then
He shut the door."
Bishop Hamline.
"All at once I felt as though a
hand—not feeble, but omnipotent,
not of wrath, but of iove—was laid
on my brow. I felt it not outwardly
but inwardly. It seemed to press upon my whole being, and to diffuse
all through me a holy, sin-consuming
energy. As it passed downward, my
heart as well as my he'ad was conscious of the presence of this soulcleansing energy, under the influence
of which I fell to the floor, and in
joyful surprise of the moment, cried
out in a loud voice- Still the hand
of power wrought without and within
and wherever it moved, it seemed to
leave the glorious influence of the
Saviour's image. For a few minutes
the deep ocean of God's love swallowed me up; all its waves and billows
rolled over me."
Benjamin Abbott.
"I repeated these words after him
(Rev. D. Ruff), 'Come, Lord, and
sanctify me, soul and body,' That
moment the Spirit of God came upon
me in such a manner that I fell to the
floor, and lay as one strangling in
blood, while my wife and children
stood weeping over me. But I had
not power to lift hand or foot, nor yet
to speak one word; I believe I lay
half an hour and felt the power of
God through
every
part
of
my soul and body, like fire covering
the inward corruptions of fallen,
depraved nature."
Phoebe Palmer
"Giving God the glory due to His
name, I exclaimed, 'Through Thy
griace alone I have been enabled to
give myself wholly and forever to
Thee. Thou hast given Thy Word,
assuring me that Thou doest receive.
I believe that Word! Hallelujah.
The Lord God Omnipotent reigneth
in my heart. Glory be to the Holy
Ghost forever!" Oh, into what a region of light, glory and purity was my
soul at this moment ushered! I felt
that I was but as a drop in the ocean
of infinite love, and Christ was all
in all. If anyone had asked me previous to this, 'Are any of the graces
of the Spirit perfected in you?' I
would have said, 'I am indeed greatly
deficient in all the gifts and graces
of the Holy Spirit; but if one grace
is nearer perfected than another it is
grace of humility.' But never before did I know the meaning of the
word humility. How the realization
was intensified in my mind, 'Not by
works of righteousness that we have
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done!' I saw that I was not sufficient of myself to think a good thought
much less to perform a, righteous
action. I felt that I could not save
myself even for one moment, and
from the depths of my soul cried out:
"Every moment, Lord; I need
The merit of thy death.' "
Alfred Cookman.
"The following day, finding Bishop
and Mrs. Hamline, I ventured to tell
them of my consecration and faith
in Jesus, and in the confession realized increasing light and strength.
A little while after, it was proposed
by Mrs. Hamline that we spend a
little season in prayer. Prostrated
before God, one and another prayed,
and while thus engaged, God for
Christ's sake gave me the Holy Spirit
as I had never received Him before,
so that I was constrained to conclude
and confess:
" 'Tis done! thou dost this moment save,
With full salvation bless;
Redemption through thy blood I
have,
And spotless love and peace.'
"The great work of sanctification,
that I had so often prayed and hoped
for, was wrought in me—even me.
I could not doubt it. The evidence in
my case was as direct and indubitable a s the witness of sonship received at the time of my adoption into the family of heaven. Oh, it was
glorious, diyinely glorious!"
Rev. Asa Mahan.
"In the depths of my inner being I
felt an instantaneous enlargement,
expansion and invigoration of my
receptive capacities.
There then,
opened upon my mind a direct apprehension, an open vision as it were,
of the infinite and ineffable love and
glory of Christ, a love and glory filled and occupied the entire compass
of my being, and warmed, and quickly vitalized all, the powers and
activities of my mental nature.'
Bishop Peck
"In the midst of my praying
there came a voice to my ear, 'Renounce the world!' I cried out to myself at once, 'I do renounce it', Then
the thought came, 'This is sincere
—surely I do renounce the world.'
Then there flashed through my mind
the thought, 'It has been done,' and
immediately there seemed to me
something like the moving away of
a great cloud, and it kept going away
farther and farther, and I thought,
'Let it go, farewell to it, and adieu to
the world forever.' "

Monday, August 15, 1921
Rev. J. 0. Peck.
"By simple trust I was enabled to
take Chrict as my sufficiency to fill
and satisfy my hungry soul. The instant I thus received Christ as my
wisdom, righteousness, sanctification
and redemption, the stillness and emotionlessness .of absolute quiet permeated my entire being, I had anticipated being filled with boundless ecstasy and joy. My enthusiastic temperament foretokened this, and I had
already discounted such rapture. The
tempter was by my side instantly,
and suggested seductively,
'All
feeling has left you, the Spirit is
withdrawn, and you are doomed to
be disapponted.'
But quick as
thought came my reply, 'With or
without feeling, I here take Christ as
my all and in all.' I knew that moment that He Was my complete Savior!
At once the most delicious experience
was mine that I can conceive! No
joy, no rapture, but something deeper, sweeter than anything before
known—the peace of God that passeth understanding! It settled in upon
me deeper and deeper, sweeter and
sweeter, till I seemed 'filled with all
the fullness of God.' I was ineffably satisfied. I could not shout or
speak. Words would have been mockery of that peace I felt:
"That silent awe, that dares not
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on their hands and cause division and bring
on persecution. The Bible says it's the
"little foxes that spoil the vines." These
devilish things begin small, and left alone,
they soon become great, and today the
lodge question, labor union, sectism, divorce
and the immodest harlot dress is in the
Church of Jesus Christ, dragging it down
on a level with this old rotten world, banki*upting homes everywhere, blasting and
wrecking society all over the land.
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the suggestions of the devil. During this
last year the limit of vulgarity in female
dress has been reached. The effect is so \
gross that no pen can decribe it in its details of offense. There is no beauty ' in it,
no gracefulness about it. It is nothing but
vileness unredeemed, and the great pity of
it is that most of the wearers of this degradingly suggestive attire are innocent
girls who have not the faintest idea of
what they are doing.

It is high time some one got up nerve
It is odd to see women who would not
enough to speak out against these forms of read suggestive novels parade themselves
evil especially the immodest dress evil. in costumes that are immodest with no
No doubt many girls, and women also, are better excuse than that such dress is in
profoundly innocent and ignorant of ths fashion. They must be well aware that
crime they are committing by wearing their example will be followed by others.
low-necked,
short-sleeved,
transparent, So we behold the poor little working girl
"peek-a-boo" affairs they are pleased to who gets three; or four dollars a week
call waists, but others are not ignorant. sheathed in a little cheap, tight skirt,
The innocent should be kindly and fully in- shortened to. show her imitation of silk,
formed and the quilty sternly rebuked. stockings. She cannot walk naturally in
Truly such a thing is void of beauty, void of •the narrow flour-sack affair, so she hobbles
common sense, void of modesty, void of along, her feet pinched up in a shoe two
decency, and for the most part void of the sizes too small for her feet,, with a toothvery becoming quality of covering up nak- pick toe and a peg heel two inches too high,
edness. How modest young women and content to be fashionable at the expense of
girls can put on and wear one of the "rigs" all grace and comfort. But it is not comis more than we can understand. Surely fort these fashionable women are seeking.
they must be ignorant of the fact, or Silly creatures who will not be content
careless of it, that such fashions originate even toi look nice, who prefer to look nasty
among harlots and actresses and leaders in as they look fashionable, will not be confast society, whose sole business is to at- tent to be comfortable.
tract themselves to the gaze of men, and so
The only difference between the averdress to make themselves conspicuous for age street dress and nightgown, today, is
this express purpose. And yet with all that the street dress usually is colored.
girls and women who would blush at the The lower some women can cut their dress
very thought of being reckoned among such in front and in the back—the more physia class, array * nselves in the same at- cal beauty that can be displayed—the more
tire, with no better excuse than that it is stylish. the wearer believes herself to be.
fashionable. It seems to me that if they Is it any wonder that men don't- respect
THE IMMODEST DRESS FREAK.
sensed what they are doing they would women? Much of the crime and immorality
I Peter 3:3-4.
quickly
forever cease. If girls had a faint in the world today is due to the way woWhose adorning let it not be that outand
ward adorning of plaiting the hair and idea of the disgusting sight they pre- men dress. It is vulgar, immodest
of wearing of gold, or putting on o f ' a o - sented or could hear some of the unmanly even criminal.
parel. But let it me the hidden man of the and vulgar remarks made about them as
No self-respecting woman, no purethey pass along the streets clad in one of
heart, in that which is not corruptible
minded Christian should ever be the slave
the
above
waists,
or
in
one
of
those
short,
even the ornament of a meek quiet spirit
of vulgar fashion. Their Christian modhobble-skirts,
which is in the sight of God of great price. outlandish, tight-gripping
esty should shrink from appearing in pubthey would feel
so ashamed that if
The matter of the immodest female dress they had a spark of virtue in them they lic, and especially from entering- into a
has long since crossed the border of mod- would go to their rooms or get out of sight place of worship where God meets with
esty and gone a long way down the road on somewhere till they had a sensible dress to His people, in such a style of dress that
the indecent side. It really has become pain- put on. How can they expect people to offends Christian decency and which can
ful and very disgusting to Bible Christians distinguish them from the low and cor- appeal only to the vulgar and evil-minded.
whose "affections are set upon things rupt if they dress exactly like them ? Some Let Christian parents impress this on their
above" to behold to what extent this fool- try to make excuse for wearing thin ma- daugthers, and instead of teaching them
ish, silly, and immodest dress freak has terial, perforated waists, and the like be- sinful habits of vanity and foolish extravagone to. Even the Holiness people have cause of the heat in the summer time; but gance inculcate prudent moderation and
caught this devil spirit and the Holiness this excuse is too flimsy for anything, for I Christian self-respect and simplicity. WoCamp Meetings are full of it, and most have seen them on the street with their men by all means who profess to follow
of the present day so-called Holiness chests, exposed to the bitter wind when it Jesus in holiness ought to be an example to
preachers look upon it lightly and as a was ten below zero. We knew well enough the women of the world o.i the dress questhing unworthy to rebuke. Even last sum- it was not for comfort, but for style, or tion; they should put on a plain Bible
mer at one of the leading Holiness camps for something else more intensely devilish. PilgTim's dress with a collar, long sleeves,
in Michigan it was decided by the "Bosses" No wonder so many die of consumption a good, plainly made full skirt reaching
to. not Bring the question of dress in the and other diseases caused by exposing the to her ankles at least, without any of the
unnecessary silly looking trappings of the
pulpit, and I think also the lodge question body to the cold.
harlot world hanging on at. Dress as it
was to be left alone at this camp meeting.
"becometh women professing Godliness,"
God pity some of the cooled-off, back-slidThe immodest dress evil is a shame, a
den, Holiness, compromising preachers. disgrace, an outrage against the conscience and men do likewise.
Tsaiah calls them "dumb dogs." They are of every upright and pure-minded young
As a jewel of gold in a swine's snout, so
too cowardly to bark for fear they will man, making well nigh impossible for him is a fair woman which is without discrewake up the sleepy set of people they have to keep his thoughts clean and barred from tion. —Proverbs 11:22.—Tract—Selected.
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SOME POINTED SAYINGS.
(These little sayings were sent home by
a friend while banished from home and
friends, who is now gone to his reward.
They are worth reading over and over
again.—Mary G. Bruckhart, Elm, Pa.)
The best time to keep away from some
people is when you are in trouble.
If you want to be able to speak kind
words, cultivate kind feelings.
People who are not quite right themselves always feel better when they can find
something wrong with other people.
You can generally tell about how much
religion a man has by the kind of company
he keeps.
The things which do the most to make us
happy do not cost money.
The fault-finder does a good deal of work
for the devil for nothing.
When God sends a man anywhere, the
devil does his best to keep him from going.
Tell your troubles to God, and you will
soon have joy to tell to everybody.
A man without faults has no friends.
If we never had any trials, we would
never have any triumphs.
Hope is a half-brother of happiness.
A wife who is worth having is worth
praising.
Many people are electric lights in classmeeting and tallow-dips at home. If there is
toi be any difference in the shining, it
ought to be just the other way.
When the devil is looking for a comfortable place in which to take a nap, he always finds it in a proud heart.
Pray that you will not think evil, and
then you will not speak it.
There are many hypocrites in the church,
but a good many more outside of it.
The only people who walk in the dark
are those who walk without faith.
If people had to live to please each other,
nobody would ever get to heaven.
Some men and women during their lives
provide for everything but death.
The man who only lives for himself is
engaged in a very small business.
No man can walk with God without
reaching out a hand to help somebody.
A Christian is one who knows the truth,
loves the truth and lives the truth.
The man who does right only because he
is compelled to is not a Christian.
God never uses a man who is not willing
to do little things.
If some people would always think twice
before they speak, they would keep still a
good deal.
So-called Christians living in a neighborhood and talking untruth about their neighbors can never enter heaven, for they are
not Christians.
Every man is ruled by what he loves.
Th? poorest man on earth is the one who
has th e fewest trials.
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If some of us would pray more, we would
grumble less.
The man who tells good news has a
pleasant voice.
The love of God is so great that no man
can be lost who will believe in him.
If you want to be good-looking, behave
that way.
Actions speak louder than words.
A man can be moral without being religious, but he can't be religious without
being moral.
No man who takes God for a Teacher carl'
long be ignorant.
The man who keeps right does a good
deal to help other people to behave themselves.
Love in the heart is the only thing that
can take the sting out of the tongue.
If God puts you in the fire, be thankful;
it is because he can see gold in yt>u.
If you belong to Christ, he knows your
name, and the number of your house.
The man who lives in this world only
for himself robs every other man of it.
Every
finger-board
pointing
toward
heaven says: "Start now."
Every time you do anything for God
you take a step toward heaven.
When we fully believe God, his Word for
anything is all we want.
The man who is always thinking evil,
finds ten thousand ways to speak it.
A dusty Bible and a sleepy Christian are
generally found close together.
By not being a true Christian yourself,
you make it that much harder for others
to enter in.
Every man who loves his neighbor as
himself has something in his heart that
God put there.
A good many children hate the church
because their parents are only pious in
pleasant weather.
If people would stop looking toward the
wrong place they would find it a great
deal easier to stay in the right place.
The devil trembles when a good man
prays.
A bad egg takes us as much room as a
good one.
If we could know all, we could forgive
more easily.—Selected by Lyda Otewalt,
North Hampton, Ohio.

"Christian, banish thy dark foreboding.
Ask not what tomorrow will be: to-morrow's need will bring with it tomorrow's
God. Trust and be still."
—Rev. P. Whitefield, A. M.

BEG YOUR PARDON.
We regret that a notice of Harvest
Meeting to be held at Eldzabethtown, Pa.,
August 27th was overlooked in making up
the last issue of the paper.
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Foreign Missionary Department
"The Fields are White A l r e a d y to H a r v e s t "
THOUGHTS AND JOTTINGS
•primers on the spot, and then for
A PARABLE.
BY THE WAY about an hour these eager learners
were sitting about in groups studyAnother parable speak I unto you.
(Concluded)
ing aloud their first lessons in read- Behold a maiden in soft garments,
Leaving Mkosana's grave, we ing. The meeting closed with Gospel a neatness, a grace of attitude which
drove on another three or four miles service; and then in answer to their charms the youth about her. Her
to Kwatemba school, where we spent earnest petitions what else could I the heart of love which no other
the Lord's day, May 29th. The do I promised to send them a teacher knows so well as her lover, her behouse was practically full, and we provided I could secure otnei. But blushing, blooming cheeks betray
trothed- Time and again is she troublwere pleased to see the growing in- that is the great question; the teach- ed, is perplexed. What meaneth all
terest at this place. It was interes- ers are scarce. There would be this? Is not her promise given?
ting as well as inspiring to hear the room in these parts for a number of Why should others seek to claim that
children and older people of the teachers if we had them to send. which is no longer hers. How unSunelayschool give the lesson subjects In the afternoon, we came another easy, how anxious is her betrothed—
and Golden-texts from the beginning sixteen miles to a farm house where is there not yet danger of her being
away? He watches her with
of the year to the present time. The about 30 young men are employed. astolen
jealous eye while.others plight their
teacher here told me of a neighbor- These men are mostly from the same cause.
Her faithfulness will be
hood, about thirty miles distant, neighborhood f as the proposed measured by her love. Who is this
where he and his assistant had been school above mentioned, and we sat maiden— is she not the Bride of
conducting regular Sunday services around our camp-fire until late at Christ? Not yet has the wedding
day dawned, but faithfully has her
for some weeks past, and where the night singing Gospel songs.
promise
been given. She has propeople were very anxious for a school.
mised to be true through loss or gain
The
next
day
we
resumed
our
trek
We scarcely had time to visit the
—sorrow or pain. Look she has manv
place, but they insisted so strongly, to the next school, fifteen miles away. and sees it all. His heart cries—oh
that we consented to go. Just as we And so on from day to day. Some- handsomely- dressed lovers. Listen
were ready to inspan, however, at times we meet with discouragements to the offers they are making. What
about two P.M., we found that one of but God also sends encouraging is she going to say? Her lover hears
our mules was breathing very heav- seasons to lighten the burdens. We what will she say. According to her
love, so be her faithfulness.—
ily with very severe pain. She con- realize more and more that the bringing
of
the
Gospel
to
these
people
is
tinued to grow worse, until in less
IS GOD WAITING?
than an hour's time, in a paroxism no small matter. It is a tremendous
undertaking.
God
wants
us
to
be
of pain, she fell over dead. The cause
James H. McConkey
of the mule's death was Lung sick- successful; but it is not by might nor
I was standing on the wall of a great
ness, which takes off hundreds of by power, but by the Spirit of God.
There
are
so
many
sides
to
the
lock.
Outside was a huge lake vessel about
mules and horses yearly. She had
to .enter. At my feet lay the empty lock—
question
the
social,
educational,
been inoculated against this disease
waiting. For what? Waiting to be filled.
less than a year ago, and we suppos- industrial, besides the spiritual.
Away beyond lay great Lake Superior with
ed she was immune; but not so. We Happy is the missionary who does its limitless abundance of supply, also waitinspanned our remaining five mules not lack in his consideration of any ing. Waiting for what? Waiting for something to be done at the lock ere the great
and started on our trek; but the road of these aspects.
lake could pour in its fulness. In a moment
I
"
know
the
people
at
home
are
was sandy, swampy and hilly, and
it was done. The lock-keeper reached out
the journey a tedious one. I am cer- with us heart and soul in a general his hand and touched a steel lever. A
tain the driver boys wished that we way; but we feel like pleading with little wicket gate sprang open under the
magic touch. At once the water in the
had not attempted the journey. But you for a more special interest in lock began to boil, and seethe. As it
we finally arrived at our objective, the work of the Lord in this land/
seethed I saw it rapidly creeping up the
and. notwithstanding the fact that Pray for us as missionaries, pray for walls of the lock. In a few moments the
the meeting had not been announced the native teachers, pray for the lock was full. The great gates swung open
and the huge ship floated into the lock now
until the morning of our arrival, Church in Africa that she might be filled
to the brim with the fullness inpoured
about seventy-five men, women, and established on the solid Rock, Jesus from the waiting lake without.
children assembled together. And Christ, and that she might become a
Is not this a picture of a great truth
when they learned that books could real beacon light to spread Scriptur- about the Holy Spirit? Here are God's chilbe bought, I wish you could have seen al holiness thruout the length dren, like that empty lock, waiting to
be filled. And as
that . great
inland
the rush for them. I sold forty-one and breadth of this land.
sea
was
willing
and
waiting
to
H. J. Frey.
pour its abundance into the lock, so here
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is God willing to pour His fullness of life
into the lives of His children. But He is
waiting. For what? Waiting, as the lake
waited, for something to be done by us.
Waiting for us to reach forth and touch
that tiny wicket gate of consecration
through which His abundant life shall flow
and fill. Is it hard to move? Does the rust
of worldliness corrode it? Do the weeds
and ivy-vines of selfishness cling about
and choke it ? Is the will stubborn, and slow
to yield? Yet God is waiting for it. And
once it is done, He reveals Himself in fullness of life even as He has promised; even
as He has been all the time willing and
ready to do. For all the barriers and hindrances have been upon our side; not upon
His. They are the barriers not of His
unwillingness, but of our unyieldedness.
And so you say you got all of Christ when
you were saved? Doubtless you did, but the
point in issue here is not whether you got
all of Christ, but did Christ get all of you?
—Tract.

"HE SHALL FIGHT FOR YOU."
A. Avas Bollinger
"The Lord shall fight for you and
ye shall hold your peace." Ex. 14:14.
This promise has come to us so often of late and the Lord has given
such sweet assurance and faith with
it. This thought has captured us—
the thought of one being in such
close touch with God, knowing Him
and in such a way as to completely
rest in Him, having no care tho
things would come up to hinder God
ordained plans, so clear and evident
as the one from which this verse, is
taken; that of the Israelites leaving
Egypt, a foe so formidable as the ap
pearance of Israel's dreaded task
masters, headed by the King himself
en the one side, with the great unfordab-8, unbridged sea on the other.
Moses so completely trusted and
rested in His God and aside from this
discouraging impossible outlook came
the taunts from his followers that
the reasqn for this experience was
becaVe there were not enough
grave s in Egypt to bury them and
they were brot out here for this
. specific purpose. Ex. 14:11. Had they
been at home under the rule of this
man they would not have had to
fl~ht against him nor encounter him
in this real way which would bring
th'g complete victory.
When a child, I once thot, "Why
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have revival meetings, why face
people with this decision and strengthen the "No" in so many unsaved
hearts." I had met the question and
did not want to win the victory of a
complete "Yes." Do we shrink from
impossible things which are only sent
to prove our faith in God's power and
magnify Him a hundred fold more
in our lives than had it never comeI don't like to linger on the faithless, blashpemous taunts of this dear
people to whom God was longing and
yearning to show Himself strong and
reveal His love. I would rather think
of the one who spoke the words and
the might of the Lord of whom they
were spoken. Moses said, "Fear ye
not, stand still and see—He shall
fight for you." You need say not a
word.
An old minister told a young business man who had felt called to the
ministry and had not seen his way
opening, "Don't break down any
doors. If you find a door closed, pass
it by till you come to an open door.
Don't force yourself in. The doors
will be opened. A few days later the
young man found doors that he had
never seen before and they opened
without his touching them. We can
stand and see. Just watch Him get
the victory for us. 1 Chron. 29:11.
Is He not strong enough? Read of
His might in Isa. 45. Think of His
great power. Psa. 98:1. Have you
ever had Him fight for you? Every
one around you was saying the opposite thing, but deep in your heart
you knew He was on your side or
you on His, and you knew it would be
as He said, out so much because of
what you had done or the faith you
had but simply because He riad said
so and let you into the secret- With
this assurance one does not need to
push themselves forward, work for
their "standing", demand friendships, seek public recognition, look
for more pleasant surroundings, fear
anyone or anything, for if He fights
for you He'll give it to you, if He
wants you to have it. Would you have
Him fight for you?—In Mt. Carmel
T ; dings.
It is not what we take' up, but
what we give up, that makes us rich.
—Selected.
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THE POWER OF PAIN.
"Most gladly, therefore will I glory
in my weakness." Human suffering
will no doubt increase the luster of
Jerusalem the Golden. It gilds the
gloom of sorrow with rainbows of
hope. It is glorious to realize, while
in pain, that the Lord God omnipotent reigneth, that the whole earth
shall be filled with His glory, that
He watches above His own, ruling
with love and almighty strength. He
Who clothes the grass, decks the
flowers, feeds the birds, will not forget the children of His bosom, who
can love Him in return for His blessing.
In thi s life Paul may be in a prison and Nero in a palace, but, like the
rich man and Lazarus, they will
change places in final
rewards.
Clouds may veil God's love, yet He is
always true. The laws of nature are
in, harmony with the idea of suffering; the atmosphere is composed of
four parts of nitrogen, a poison, and
one part of oxygen, the living principle. Too much oxygen would destroy the body as surely as too much
prosperity destroys the soul. In nature we find night as well as day,
storm succeeding sunshine and winter following summer.
Suffering
therefore seem s as essential to the
soul as medicine for the ills of the
body.
• Jospeh went from a pit of pain to a
throne of power; Jacob never walked straight till he limped. Job would
have been unknown but for his
trials. David sang sweetest in the
darkened chambers of sorrow, as
birds sing best in cages. Paul's ills of
the flesh, which were not healed in
answer to prayer, led him to take
Luke with him as a physician in all
his travels. Thus Paul's affliction in
body indirectly caused the writing
of the books of the Acts and the Gospel of Luke. The Puritans, the Huguenots and the Covenanters, like the
apostles and the martyrs, came up
through "great tribulation," having
their robes washed in the blood of
the Lamb.—Selected.

